Cougar Mountain Zoo
Daily Activity Schedule

- Reindeer Lecture & Enrichment (World of Reindeer) 10:30am
- Crane Lecture & Enrichment (World of Cranes) 11:00am
- Lemur Lecture & Enrichment (World of Lemurs) 11:30am
- Emu Lecture & Enrichment (Magic Forest) 12:00pm
- Wallaby Lecture & Enrichment (Magic Forest) 12:00pm
- Mammal Walk* (Upper & Lower Zoo) 12:30pm
- Tiger Lecture & Enrichment (Tiger Falls or Tiger Tunnel depending on weather) 1:00pm
- Bird Show or Bird Walk* (Wildlife Theatre) 1:30pm
- Cougar Lecture & Enrichment/Feeding (World of Cougars) 2:30pm
- Wolf Lecture & Enrichment (World of Wolves Overlook) 3:00pm
- Macaw Lecture & Enrichment (World of Macaws) 3:30pm

*weather permitting

Conservation through Education

Activities vary in duration. Schedules are subject to change without advance notice. Activities may not be held due to weather, animal’s state of mind or other unforeseen circumstances.